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Introduction 
•  Online CME offers advantages to healthcare personnel:  
▫  easy use without time and space constraints 
▫  low costs 

•  The literature reports many examples, most of them are based on simple 
model (text + questionnaire) 

•  Since 2008 Salvatore Maugeri Foundation has developed and provided 
e-learning CME courses in the field of Occupational Medicine 

•  Courses’ contents are provided both as SCORM modules for free 
navigation, and as Pdf documents 

Question 
Does it worth designing structured SCORM modules? What do 

users prefer ? Which is the most frequent usage pattern? 

Harris JM Jr, Sklar BM, Amend RW, Novalis-Marine C, The growth, characteristics, and future of online CME, J 
Contin Educ Health Prof, 30(1):3-10, 2010. 
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Aim 

To analyze: 
 
▫  which kind of resources (modules or Pdf) users 

prefer 
▫  if there are differences among resource utilization 

patterns in terms of knowledge acquisition 
▫  how users have attended and concluded the course 
 
Starting from the analysis of the usage date of a 

course for occupational physicians on mechanical 
vibrations. 



The course 

• The CME system is based on Moodle e-
learning platform  

• The analyzed course covers three topics  
▫  T1: anatomy, epidemiology, physiopathology 
▫  T2: symptoms, diagnosis;  
▫  T3: prevention, regulatory aspects 



The educational 
model 

Three SCORM modules for free navigation (Md1, 
Md2, Md3) related to T1, T2, T3 respectively  
Pdf downloadable versions of T1, T2, T3 (Pdf1, 
Pdf2, Pdf3)  
 

Two hyper-flowcharts of 
guideline-based decision 
processes (GL1 and GL2)  
 

An initial test (IT), not selective, mandatory to access educational resources  

Two case-based exercise/tests (CBT1 and CBT2) based on the hyper-
flowcharts (4 attempts allowed each, minimum score to pass the test: 75/100)  
One final test (FT) (4 attempts, minimum score to pass the test: 75/100) 
 



The provided 
content 



SCORM Module 
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hyper-flowcharts of guideline-based 
decision processes 



hyper-flowcharts of guideline-based 
decision processes 



The learning patterns 
4 patterns have been defined: 
•  CMod (3 complete modules only + 2 guidelines): 

  3          +  2  

•  CPdf (complete PDF versions only + 2 guidelines): 
  3          +  2  
 •  CMP (complete all modules and all PDF versions + 2 
guidelines): 
   3          + 3         +  2  

   
 
•  CMix (complete mixed modules or PDF versions + 2 

guidelines): 
     x         +  y        +  2 



The users 

•  The inspected sample is composed by 829 
enrolments 

•  The course has been concluded by 711 users 
(retention rate 85.8%, successful rate 95.5%) 

•  260 females with mean age 44 and mean IT 
score 60.1 

•  451 males with mean age 50 and mean IT score 
56.7 



RESULTS:Learning pattern distribution 
FC 

(447) 
NFC  
(264) 

CMod CPdf CMP CMix 
43% 57% 

Users total 102 
(23%) 

90 
(20%) 

121 
(27%) 

134 
(30%) 

264 

Course passed 97 
(23%) 

85 
(20%) 

115 
(27%) 

127 
(30%) 

255 

Course not 
passed 

5 
(22%) 

5 
(22%) 

6  
(26%) 

7 
 (30%) 

9 

FC = Full Completion 
NFC = Not Full Completion 
Course passed = FT and case based-tests passed 



Full completion 

•  Preferred patterns: CMP+Cmix 
 
•  The distribution of initial knowledge level, 

gender and age, are not statistically different in 
the four FC groups 

• Comparing the global mean scores (FT
+CBT1+CBT2 mean scores) of the four FC 
patterns, no significant difference was found in 
terms of knowledge acquisition (range 261-269) 



Learning pattern distribution 
FC 

(447) 
NFC  
(264) 

CMod CPdf CMP CMix 
43% 57% 

Users total 102 
(23%) 

90 
(20%) 

121 
(27%) 

134 
(30%) 

264 

Course passed 97 
(23%) 

85 
(20%) 

115 
(27%) 

127 
(30%) 

255 

Course not 
passed 

5 
(22%) 

5 
(22%) 

6  
(26%) 

7 
 (30%) 

9 

Surprisingly 
High (=37%) !!! 



Not Full Completion 

• Completion degree of the incomplete learning 
process: 
▫  partial completion included guidelines (PxGL)  
▫  partial completion excluded guidelines (Px) 

 where x is the number of topics (0, 1, 2 or 3) 
accessed via online module or PDF  

 
•  P0=138 out of 264     

•  P3=81 
•  P2+P2GL=29 
•  P0GL+P1+P1GL=16 

MAYBE THEY ALREADY KNEW THE TOPIC 



Distribution of of initial knowledge 
versus completion degree 
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Some question about P0 and NFC users 
•  Is the IT result representative of their initial knowledge?”  
▫  MAYBE NOT: As regards IT, it is mandatory but not selective, 

hence users might have answered with low attention, inducing an 
underestimation 

•  Have they achieved worse results?”  
▫  NO  

 success rate for FC = 95% , for NFC= 96% 
 mean global test score for FC=265, for NFC=270 (max 300) 
   

•  Do we really know if they have “studied” or not?”  
▫  PROBABLY NOT  

 they could have accessed resources without leaving traces of their 
activity.   
 P0 users could have attended the course with a colleague using 
just one account, and it is known that interaction with peers can 
lead to better learning 



Elapsed time to course conclusion 

•  THEY START AND FINISH IN ONE SHOT 
Globally, out of the 679 users who have passed the course, 429 (63%) 

concluded it within 24 hours,  
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Min score = 75*3=225 
Max score = 100*3=300 

Do users exploit the opportunity of 
performing multiple attempts to achieve 
the best possible results? 
 

users who have positively 
concluded the course 
performing no more than 2 
attempts per test (4 
allowed) 

NO 



Conclusions 

▫  Which kind of resources (modules or Pdf) users 
prefer ? Are there differences among resource 
utilization patterns in terms of knowledge 
acquisition? 

 There is not a specific preference for online SCORM 
resources or Pdf downloadable documents, and the 
majority of the users access both of them. When 
using both Module AND Pdf, results are better 

 
à Both formats should be provided by an e-learning 

course for CME 

 



Conclusions 
▫  How have users have attended and concluded the 

course? 
  
    In a suboptimal way 

 
à During attendance, users should be stimulated to 

take advantage at best of e-learning chances and 
pursue the excellence in the results.  

 
à There is the need for increasing users’ awareness in 

order to preserve the undeniable benefits of online CME 
in terms of effective and democratic knowledge 
diffusion. 



Thanks  for the attention ! 
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